
Keeping your home and family safe doesn’t need to be complicated.
That’s why we’ve made the Ultima security system so easy to use — 
all it takes is “one touch.”

Solution Ultima ICP-CC488
Home security you can rely on



You can relax.
We’ve got your home security covered.

You’ve worked hard for the things you own. Your home is your sanctuary.  
Ensuring your protection, the Solution Ultima security system provides 
sophisticated electronic surveillance for your home or business.

Incorporating the very latest in microprocessor technology, the Solution Ultima 
has unsurpassed features combined with superior reliability and performance. 
Solution Ultima is designed with flexibility and individual style in mind. Bosch 
Security Systems has a complete range of products to suit your home or 
business, providing you with security you can rely on.

Peace of Mind

Your Bosch security system can give you peace of mind. 

Whether you’re away or at home, the Solution Ultima can 

provide additional protection against threats to your life and 

property.  When used with a monitoring service, your Bosch 

security panel can provide responsive assistance when you 

need it most for your family and the assets you have worked 

hard to own.

Simplicity of Use

To operate, all it takes is “one touch.” By simply holding 

the ‘#AWAY’ key you can arm your system in Away mode. To 

disarm, simply enter your four-digit code.

Security systems are an investment in the future safety of 

your home and loved ones. Enjoy the peace of mind that your 

system is always working to its optimum level with the ability 

to periodically test with a single button. Simply press and hold 

the ‘1’ key to test the operation of the horn speaker, press 

and hold ‘2’ to test the internal screamer or press and hold 

the ‘3’ key to verify that the strobe unit works as expected.



Modern and Stylish Codepad

The Solution Ultima allows you to choose from either an 

LED or LCD ICON code pad. These small and unobtrusive 

interfaces will complement the décor of any home.

Simple ICONS or indicators make it easy to identify the status of your system 
at all times.

Your Wired or Wireless Option

Sometimes it’s difficult to run wires to the locations best 

suited for your sensors. Using advanced wireless technology, 

Bosch wireless sensors can be fitted wherever required 

without the need to run unsightly wires. Code pads can be 

installed at entry points for your convenience or you can 

control your system using wireless remotes, which attach to 

your keyring. 

 ON or #AWAY indicates that your 
system is armed and ready to protect 
your home when you are away.

ON or *Stay indicates that your 
system is armed and ready to protect 
your home in Stay mode.



Flexible Security

The Solution Ultima has eight fully programmable zones, 

which can be used to monitor for intrusion, fire, system 

tamper events or panic buttons. 

Your Solution Ultima can be programmed to provide various 

output configurations such as lighting control, garage doors 

or operating electric locks. It also has unique siren sounds for 

smoke detection devices.

The Solution Ultima can be partitioned into two separate 

areas. This gives you the flexibility of one security system that 

can act as two. Both the house and garage/granny flat can be 

covered by the one system and at one cost! 

All of the system users can have individual access to the first 

area, second area or both! Each area can report to individual 

monitoring companies if desired — the perfect arrangement 

for shared commercial premises.

Easy Arming Option

The Solution Ultima 

can be programmed 

to use a wireless 

remote that is small 

and can fit on your 

keyring. These little 

remotes allow you to arm 

and disarm your home as 

you leave by pressing one simple 

button. 

The wireless remote can also be used to set the 

system in Stay mode, act as a portable panic button and can 

even be used to switch on lights or open garage doors. 

For a business, an automatic arm feature means even if your 

staff forget to arm the system when leaving, it arms itself 

guaranteeing continuous protection.



Added Security

Night Arm Stations can be added to the Solution Ultima unit 

providing added security and protection from the convenience 

of your bedside. You can arm and disarm the system at the 

touch of a button and it also has an easy-to-operate, built-in 

panic function.

Reliability You Can Trust
The Solution range of panels have been market leaders for over twenty years. 
Designed in Australia, they represent thousands of man hours of development 
using an on-going process of customer feedback engineered into systems every 
year. The result is a tried, tested and continually enhanced system that is built 
to provide years of trouble-free performance...what you expect from Bosch.

Convenience

If programmed, automatic call diversion will route your calls 

to another number when you leave your premises. When you 

return and disarm the system, call divert is automatically 

cancelled. Never miss that important call again.



Bosch Solution Ultima 
All you need in home security.

Features 

e 8 Fully Programmable Zones

e 16 Codes — 8 Keypad PINs, 8 RF Codes

e 16 Wireless Devices

e Partitionable to 2 separate areas

e STAY / AWAY Arming Options

e Selectable Reports per User Code

e Entry and Exit Warning

e Automatic Arming 

e Remote Arming via Telephone

e Zone Lockout

e 40 Event History Memory

e LED and LCD ICON Keypad Support

e Programmable Outputs

e Dynamic Battery Test

e Day Alarm

e Walk Test Mode

e Back to Base Reporting

e Domestic Reporting

e 5 Programmable Outputs

e Dual Entry Timers

e AC Fail Supervision

e Phone Line Supervision

You can control and monitor a wide 
range of security and environmental 
equipment or appliances with the 
Solution Ultima, such as: 

e Inside and outside lights

e Sirens and bells 

e Garage door openers

e Gates  

e Doors and Windows 

e Process monitoring 



DS940Q — Using a Quad Passive Infrared Sensor with  
13m x 13m coverage, this detector allows virtually 
instantaneous response to human intruders without false 
alarming. Perfect for almost every home.

RF3401E — Supervised Wireless Reed Switch, perfect for 
sensing entry at windows and doors.

DS835iT — this TriTech® Dual Microwave and PIR with 
11m x 11m coverage offers superior technology with pet 
immunity.

RF3334E — Four-button keyfob transmitter, for STAY and 
AWAY operation as well as built-in Panic function and 
Auxiliary output control.

Blue Line Sensors — Available in Quad or TriTech versions, 
the Blue Line features optional nightlight, sounder or 
camera module attachments.

RF3212E — 433MHz receiver to support Solution Ultima 
wireless accessories.

RF940E — Wireless Passive Infrared Motion Detector 
offering 12m x 12m coverage.

CP105A — Night Arm station, designed for instant panic 
alert generation, from special night areas in the home such 
as bedside or living areas.

RF835E — Wireless TriTech® detector featuring 11m x 11m 
coverage and superior technology with pet immunity.

CP508LW — LCD Icon Code pad for easy system control.

Compatible Accessories
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A tradition of quality and innovation
 
For over 100 years, the Bosch  
name has stood for quality and 
reliability. Bosch is the global 
supplier of choice for innovative 
technology backed by the highest 
standards for service and support.
 
Bosch Security Systems proudly 
offers a wide range of security, 
safety, communications and sound 
solutions that are relied upon every 
day in applications around the world, 
from government facilities and public 
venues to businesses, schools 
and homes.


